
 

Let us take you on a tour... 
…without leaving your chair 

 

What is a Virtual Tour? 
Imagine your customers being able to see details about your locations, amenities, features and 

products from the comfort of their computer.  Virtual Tours allow your business to promote itself by 

showing website visitors who you are and why customers should choose you over someone else.  Today, more 
than ever before, seeing is believing… 
 

 
 

Virtual Tours provide the viewer with a real sense of what your business looks like and what it provides.  Let us 
take your customer on a Virtual Tour that illustrates your unique value and professionalism, while inviting them 

to learn more and feel a connection with you.  Virtual Tours can include panoramas, video, maps, dazzling 

photography, demographics and more. 
 

We take the idea that “a picture is worth a thousand words” and pump it up on steroids. 
 

How can a Virtual Tour help me? 
Whether you are selling commercial property, promoting a particular area or attracting customers to your 
business, Virtual Tours can show off your location or facility in a very dramatic and dynamic way. 
 
If you are Selling - A Virtual Tour will show the exterior and interior of your property from many different angles and viewpoints while 
also providing all of the essential details viewers want to know.  All this without either of you having to leave your office! 
 
If you are Promoting - What better way to encourage people to learn about you than by giving them a sense of what it is actually like to 
“be there”?  Our Virtual Tours can take your viewers on a walk down a street and then into a store or building to see what it looks like 
inside.  Or we can take them on an inside tour of your facility and show them what your business does. 
 

 
 

What services do we offer? 
Along with developing Virtual Tours, we also offer these services aimed at making your website shine: 

• Panoramic & HDR photography 

• Videography & editing 

• Graphics & picture editing 
• Aerial photography 

• Maps & site plans, as well as GIS work 

• Animated maps & site plans 

• Demographics 
• Website content development 

 

In today’s world, most people would rather sit back and watch a video or look at pictures rather than read a 

website.  Our goal is to empower your website with eye-catching content to capture the World’s attention. 
 

Learn more about us and see examples at our website. 
 

cliff@virtualtourswest.com www.VirtualToursWest.com 760.821.9102 


